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Have you ever wondered how do�

x-rays work or how do they see�

inside of you? An x-ray is�

simply a ray of light that can�

pass through solid objects,�

onto a film cassette put under�

or behind the object or body�

part. However, the science is�

more complicated than that.�

A normal ray of light could not�

simply pass through an object�

unless you can see through it�

like glass. Special energy and�

wavelength of the x-rays is�

what lets light pass through�

the the body parts and create�

the image of the inside of�

whatever is in it’s path.�

·� What is the largest organ in the�

body?�(A. Skin)�

·� How many bones is the body?�

(A. 206)�

·� What is the smallest bone?�

 (A. Stapes in the inner ear.�

just 3.3 mm long in average�

person)�

·� What is the largest bone?�

(A. Femur in the upper part of�

leg. 50.5 cm in average make�

adult.)�
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Butternut squash, which is�

related to pumpkins, is a long-�

necked, pear-shaped, fruit that has�

sweet yellow-orange skin and flesh�

when ripe. It has necessary minerals�

like calcium, potassium, and more,�

which is similar to that of a pumpkin.�

It is a very healthy food, and con-�

tains certain fatty acids that will�

benefit the health of your heart. It�

is also called butternut�

pumpkin in other countries�

because of it’s sweet and nutty�

taste, which is like a pumpkin. Even�

though it has a sweet taste, a lot of�

people cook it like it is a vegetable.�

It is used to make soups, pizzas,�

casseroles and other dishes,�

I Will Try That!�


